Top 13 Subjects Make up Sixty Percent of Undergraduate Student Credit Hours (SCH), FY12

- 20% makes up 119,567 SCH. Each 0.5% or less.
- 20% makes up 113,308 SCH. Each 0.6% to 1.9%.
- 60% makes up 34,557 SCH. Many UA Core Courses in these subject areas.

Subjects and Credit Hours:

- **9.8% English** with 57,101 SCH
- **5.9% Health** with 34,557 SCH
- **5.2% Biology** with 30,220 SCH
- **5.1% Business Administration** with 29,756 SCH
- **4.3% Psychology** with 25,285 SCH
- **4.2% Computer Science** with 24,305 SCH
- **3.4% History** with 19,658 SCH
- **2.9% Art** with 16,795 SCH
- **2.6% Chemistry** with 15,245 SCH
- **2.7% Communication** with 15,973 SCH
- **2.0% Anthropology** with 11,989 SCH
- **2.0% Accounting** with 11,630 SCH
- **2.9% Economics** with 10,000 SCH

Note: FY12 consists of the summer 2011, fall 2011, and spring 2012 semesters. Area associated with each undergraduate subject may not exactly represent proportion of credit hours. Source: Data supplied by MAUs via UA Information Systems: UA Decision Support Database, FY12.